
Traditional Range

Curtain Finials

83612 (Ball Finial), 83618 (Mounting Bracket), 83619 (Curtain Ring) & 83615 (Curtain Pole)

A beautifully decorative curtain finial showing every 
individual hammer blow by our master craftsmen 
and forged into an ornate curl and shaped into a 
leaf as an end detail. Always allow enough space 

for length and height of finial. Sold in pairs.

Leaf Curtain Finial

Overall Size: 200mm x 105mm
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A very simple, solid steel ball shaped finial used to finish 
off your curtain pole in a simple yet stylish way.  Always 
allow enough space for length of finial. Sold in pairs.

Ball Curtain Finial

Diameter: 42mm

Projection: 45mm
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A very original design for a curtain finial, 
showing every individual hammer blow by our 
master craftsmen, hand forged and shaped 
into a leaf as an end detail. Always allow 
enough space for length of finial. Sold in pairs.

Shell Curtain Finial

Overall Size: 95mm x 45mm
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Traditional Range

Curtain Poles & Accessories
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83613 (Leaf Finial), 83618 (Mounting Bracket), 83619 (Curtain Ring) & 83615 (Curtain Pole)

A decorative mounting bracket specifically 
designed to be used with our curtain poles. 
The fixing plate shows every individual 
hammer blow by our master craftsmen 
and the strong, sturdy hook can carry any 
of the curtain poles in our range and has a 
stylish curled end detail. Sold in pairs.

Mounting Bracket

Fixing Plate: 93mm x 45mm

Projection: 105mm

83618 - Beeswax Finish
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A simple curtain ring to match 
our beeswax range of curtain 
products. Sold as singles and 
we suggest using four rings 
per 300mm.

Curtain Ring

Diameter: 51mm

83619 - Beeswax Finish

83619
beeswax Curtain Poles

Pole Diameter: 22mm

Overall Size: 1000mm (83615)

Overall Size: 1500mm (83616)

Overall Size: 2000mm (83617)

Beeswaxed curtain poles in various lengths. As a rough 
guide allow a minimum of 300mm extra on the size of your 
window to allow the curtains to be drawn back.  Designed 
to fit to your wall with our hand forged mounting brackets. 

Sold as singles.
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